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VISION

In re-imagining modern education, our vision is to create a safe
inspiring space, cultivate happy lifelong learners, build character and
nurture humble leaders with the values of service while delivering
academic excellence and fostering a global perspective.’
 

MISSION

To create a safe learning space where we develop not
just exceptional students, but happy children. To provide students with a
challenging educational environment within an
international community, focusing on a global curriculum, integrated with
technology, and a plethora of extracurricular activities to meet students’
individual needs.  With an objective to ensure a conducive environment, we
have dedicated a sprawling campus spread over an area of 10 acres comprising
state of art infrastructure and world class facilities. 
To adopt and promote the UN Sustainable Development
Goad 4- Quality Education  
To pursue quality as an attitude and strive to develop
students with rational thinking based on a strong foundation of ethics and
moral values, build on the proven success of Indian education, while
assimilating developments of the modern scientific world in our curriculum. 



From
 Principal's  Desk...

An eminent educationist with over 25 years of experience in the field of education.
She has been widely appreciated for her work in the field and has been honored
with several awards and recognitions. She firmly believes in creating value for
society through nurturing and empowering young minds, leading them to become
aware, responsible and ethical human beings who believe in strong values and
relations in the modern world.

A totally peoples’ person, she enjoys being with children and learns from their
experiences, joys, and failures. Spirituality and values are very close to her heart
and she believes that strong roots of values and culture strengthen character and
ensure righteousness. She inspires as a fine blend of tradition and modernity, where
Love for the motherland settles the soul and modernity of thought liberates the
mind to think, innovate and create.

Her guiding lines are, "One day we are all going to be a memory….we must truly

try to be a good one. The smiles on the faces of my students, as they express

their love and trust, encourage me to work for them and give purpose to my life. I

am driven by their faith and love. Their never-ending support pushes me further

and allows me to be me. I keep reminding myself to be a learner and seek means

and ways to enrich myself.

I am forever inspired by the lines:

"Life is short, break the rules, forgive quickly, kiss slowly, love truly, laugh

uncontrollably, and never regret anything that made you smile.” 

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn't do

than by the ones you did. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe

harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails... Explore. Dream. Discover….."

Dr. Priyanka Mehta
Director Principal



Childhood memories carve your
soul; they mould your being; their
force has an impact greater than
other memories. 
The force of these memories also
suggest that the roles of parents
and teachers are ever so vital in
the life of a small child; adults
should see it as their responsibility
to find outlets to create great
memories for their children.
Come together let us create the
fondest memories for our young
learners....

RASHMI KAPOOR
SR. HEADMISTRESS

Innocence is a
treasure... Let's

Preserve it...
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SPECIAL
ASSEMBLY
TRAFFIC RULES

“Prepare and prevent, don’t repair and
repent.” Safety is not automatic, think
about it. The word “Rules” is an official
statement of what  must or must not
be done. Thus, the term “Traffic-Rules”  
provides systematic and controlled
measures that a person needs to take
on the road for safely reaching his or
her destination and Traffic signs or
road signs are signs erected at the 
 side of the road or above roads to
give instructions or provide
information to road users.
To understand these rules and
signs, Sarvottam International School
conducted a special  assembly to raise
awareness on “Traffic Rules”.

Global Handwashing Day is celebrated
every year on October 15th , a day
dedicated to  creating awareness and
understanding of handwashing to prevent
spread of diseases. 
The students of enjoyed a colouring activity
and showcased their creativity in  designing
a soap wrapper by giving it a name of their
choice.
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FIRE-FREE
COOKING
Food is life, cooking is fun’
Young learners of Sarvottam
International School tried their
hands-on cooking without fire. Little 
 Sarvottamites donned their chef caps
to
exhibit their culinary skills in cooking
without fire  competition, held on 16th
October 2020.
Children participated with full zeal and
enthusiasm. Food items displayed were
a visual treat and  were presented in an
artistic and aesthetic style.The
competition was judged on the basis of
selection of the dish, time
management, creativity in  plating and
presentation of the dish. The event not
only provided a platform for the
students to foster  their creativity and
decision-making skills but also helped
them explore their hidden talents and
discover new areas of interest.

The Ramleela dramatisation by the
young artists of primary section gave
an exciting start to  this year's online
Dussehra celebrations.
 Students dressed up as various
characters and spoke a few lines on
the life and  values associated with
the character. Students enjoyed
being dressed in varied costumes.
During a weeklong celebrations
students learnt about Indian
mythology and the  importance of
the festival.
Children made their own dandiya
sticks and danced their heart out
creating vibrant virtual  Dandiya
dance evening. The festive event
concluded with a special assembly
of the depiction of Ramayana by 
 students.
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Gandhi Jayanthi and Shastri Jayanti

were celebrated as Smriti Diwas on October

2, 2020. A Special virtual Assembly

was organised

The event began with a prayer song.

Students talked

about the illustrious lives of Shastri Ji and

Gandhi Ji's. Their favourite

speeches, poems and songs were shared.

Children also remembered their valuable

contribution in India’s freedom struggle and

how the principles of simple

living, truth and non-violence are still

remembered.

GANDHI JAYANTI
CELEBRATION
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Our aim is to convince the world’s
leaders that our cities, towns and
villages need to be healthy, safe, just
and sustainable.”On this occasion of
World Habitat Day, we must all
remember our first and foremost duty
to save the environmental beauty. We
at Sarvottam International School are
doing a bit to motivate HABITAT TO
HUMANITY celebrating “World Habitat
Day” during online class. To raise the
awareness about the “Habitat to
humanity”, children enthusiastically
participated in small talk show with
teacher where they have been told
about the importance of the day and
the main aim to celebrate the day and
encouraged to draw a poster on the
theme “World Habitat Day” during
online class with slogan.

The students of Sarvottam International
school saluted the guardians of the sky on the
occasion of Air Force Day.Children
enthusiastically participated in a small talk-
show with their teachers where they
discussed the importance of the day, its
history and some facts about the Indian Air
Force. This was followed by the activity of
making aircrafts by the students.

WORLD 
HABITAT DAY

AIR
FORCE
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SAFETY  AWARENESS  SHOULD  BEGIN  FROM

CHILDHOOD .  KEEPING  THIS  IN  MIND ,  ACTIVITY  ON

ROAD  SAFETY  AND  TRAFFIC  RULES  WAS  IMMENSE

LEARNING  FOR  OUR  LITTLE  SARVOTTAMITES  OF

GRADE-1 .

ON  THE  FIRST  DAY  CHILDREN  ENJOYED  A  DIGITAL

PAINTING  ACTIVITY  ON  THE  MS  PAINT  PORTRAYING

THE  TRAFFIC  RULES .  AND  ON  THE  SECOND  DAY ,

ACTIVITY  'ALERT  TODAY ,  ALIVE  TOMORROW '  WAS

CONDUCTED  IN  WHICH  CHILDREN  MADE  ROAD

SIGNAGES  AND  SPOKE  A  FEW  LINES  ABOUT  THEM .

ROAD SAFETY WEEK



CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS &

KODAK MOMENTS....

Earth Day Activities



CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS &

KODAK MOMENTS....

Little Picasso Activity... Save our Planet... 



CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS &

KODAK MOMENTS....

Creative Hands at work...
Save Planet... Green Planet...



CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS &

KODAK MOMENTS....

We dream of a  Healthy
Planet... Happy Planet...



Online Behavioural Management Ideas

  

During pandemic the main challenge that came in front of educational intuitions is to

transform their teaching styles from offline to online modes. In behavioural management

setting up right expectation was most important, so from

the very initial days we have made students accustomed with Do’s and Don’ts of the class

along with that rewards and praise concept was also kept in place so that students get an

inspiration to follow it.

Another challenge was sense of ownership and keep students engaged, so we gave additional

responsibilities to students for instance - Conduct online assembly, Present Thought of the

day and Sing National Anthem which made them feel connected and get a sense of

Ownership. 

We also created a close knit community with students and have also brought a concept of

circle time where students can talk freely with their friends on their day’s activities which

had brought positivity amongst them.

·Give the students choices and ownership of the class. Simple things make a big difference

in our classrooms as the tudents feel that we value their opinion and want them to be a part

of it. Be positive and encouraging, even in correction. 

When a student makes a pronunciation error or a grammatical mistake, try saying, “Good

try!” or “Almost got it!” and then do it again with them. Our goal is to encourage them to

keep trying and to not be

afraid to speak.

 

 

    Rupali Pateria

Grade II

TEACHER'S
CORNER



Life is happening @ Sarvottam

www.sarvottamnoida.com


